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Abstract
Bend-twist coupling (BTC), also called aeroelastic tailoring or passive pitch control method, is often utilized to reduce the fatigue loading
on wind turbine blades. With BTC, the blade can twist as it bends, this alleviates the aerodynamic force due to the decrease in the angle
of attack when the load is increased suddenly. In this research, the stress-based method is employed to investigate the fatigue load due
to the BTC effect under different wake conditions. To begin with, the one-dimensional anisotropic beam model is adopted in aeroelastic
simulation. Next the static and modal analyses for the NREL 5MW wind turbine blade with different fiber orientations are performed to
verify the anisotropic beam model. Finally, the stress history of each element on each cross section is reconstructed using DTU BECAS.
The fatigue life of different materials in each cross section under different wake conditions has been analysed. The results show that the
predicted fatigue life of NREL 5MW wind turbine blade (26.0187 years) is very close to the design life (20 years). The fatigue effect
has an impact on the life of wind turbine blades, which can be affected by the layout of wind turbines and alleviated by BTC effect.
Keywords: wind turbine fatigue, bend-twist coupling, aero-elasticity, stress life fatigue analysis
1. Introduction1
The fatigue damage of wind turbine blades, which are constructed from composite materials, is driven by the ambient flow and wake2
operations. The fatigue damage threatens the safety and stability of the wind turbine structure and thus lowers the economy and efficiency3
of the power generation system. It is also a bottle-neck for increasing the length of wind turbine blade to achieve higher efficiency [1].4
As a result, the fatigue load mitigation method attracts attentions from both wind energy industry and academic researchers. Nowadays,5
two methods are often utilised to mitigate the fatigue load, the active and passive pitch control methods [2]. With the active pitch control6
method, the unsteady aerodynamic loading is controlled actively by additional control devices, such as moving surface in the trailing7
edge [3]. In contrast to the active control method, the passive control takes advantage of bend-twist coupling (BTC) effect of composite8
materials, which means that this kind of blade can twist as it bends. Taking advantage of the BTC effect, the instant loading can be9
reduced due to the change in the angle of attack [4].10
This BTC concept stems from aeronautical industry, and it has been successfully used in the design of F-86 Sabre and the Boeing11
B-47 Stratojet to mitigate the aerodynamic load (see the page 9 of [5]). In the modern wind energy industry, nowadays, there are two12
main branches of BTC concepts: “twist-to-stall” and “twist-to-feather”. As for the “twist-to-stall” wind turbine blade, the blade tends to13
operate in the stall region to reduce the load during instant wind speed increase. However, this BTC technique makes the blade suffer14
from flutter instability [6] and a substantial fatigue damage. In fact, the “twist-to-stall” design is always adopted to capture more energy15
rather than to reduce the fatigue damage [7]. Instead of increasing the angle of attack to the stall region, the “twist-to-feather” blade is16
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designed to decrease the angle of attack when the wind speed suddenly increases. Recent research concentrates on BTC with “twist-to-17
feather” because of its quick response to gusts and effective fatigue load mitigation [4]. The flutter instability and fatigue increase issue18
in “twist-to-stall” design are not obvious in BTC with “twist-to-feather” design. Although there is no application of BTC concept in the19
design of large off-shore wind turbine blades (e.g. 5MW wind turbine blades), the BTC design still has a potential to provide a solution20
to the fatigue mitigation of large wind turbines, especially for off-shore wind turbines. As a result, in this paper, the “twist-to-feather”21
BTC blade will be studied and discussed.22
In the area of “twist-to-feather” BTC blades, previous research mainly focused on the static analysis or dynamic analysis of cyclic23
load [8, 9] of BTC blades based on 3D fully-blade-resolved FEM analysis to achieve higher coupling coefficient. However, for fatigue24
analysis, aeroelasticity of a wind turbine is also a dominant factor so that the governing equations of flow part and structural part should25
be coupled and solved together [10]. Due to its large computational cost, the 3D fully-blade-resolved method is less attractive to the26
researchers and engineers who study multiple wind turbines. Moreover, the fatigue analysis of wind turbine blades requires large amount27
of loading time series, which further increases the computational cost. Although there exists the spectrum method, in which the loading28
can be generated by using an empirical model, such as WISPERX spectrum [11], these methods are highly dependent on the structure of29
wind turbine blades and wind turbulence. Due to the changes in the structures of the blade and wind conditions (e.g. wake conditions),30
the nature of the spectrum will also change. As a result, an efficient aeroelastic model for BTC blades is required to generate loading time31
series. The models based on beam theory are popular in the aeroelastic models of wind turbine blades [10]. The idea of the beam theory32
is to split the 3D beam structure problem into a 2D cross-sectional analysis problem and a 1D beam modelling problem [12]. As for the33
2D cross-sectional analysis problem, the previous models always assume that the beam is made of homogeneous and isotropic materials.34
These models fail to simulate the anisotropic effects and warping effects caused by the composite materials (e.g. the bend-twist coupling35
induced by the fibre orientations). To overcome these problems, Giavotto et al. proposed a 2D FEM method to compute the generalized36
warping functions and cross-sectional properties for the beam structures [13]. Based on this theory, the DTU BECAS was developed37
to analyse the cross-sectional properties of a wind turbine blade. For the 1D beam modelling, Kim et al [14] proposed the anisotropic38
beam model on the basis of the aforementioned generalized 2D FEM cross-sectional analysis. In the present study, the DTU BECAS39
(generalized 2D cross-sectional analysis tool) and the anisotropic beam model will be used to generate the dynamic loading of wind40
turbine blades for fatigue analysis.41
The moment-based fatigue analysis methods are popular in the wind energy industry, because of the utilization of aforementioned42
beam models and empirical load spectrum. It is convenient to provide root bending moments (highest bending moment along the blade)43
from beam models and empirical load spectrum rather than to provide the stress time series. As for the moment based method, the root44
bending moments, including flapwise and edgewise bending moments, will be used to calculate the Damage Equivalent Load (DEL)45
based on an M-N curve and rainflow counting algorithm according to the reference number of load ranges [15, 16, 17, 18]. Due to its46
simplicity and robustness, it is now also adopted in the recent research of bend twist coupling wind turbine blades [4]. However, in this47
method, the fatigue damage of different materials at a blade section cannot be calculated, which is also critical for bend-twist coupling48
turbine blade design. In order to show the fatigue life of different materials at different cross sections under different wake conditions,49
the stress-life method is used here.50
Wind turbine blade is a kind of thin wall composite beam structure. For this kind of structure, there are three major methods for51
fatigue life prediction, including macroscopic models (fatigue life models or empirical models), phenomenological models (stiffness or52
strength degradation method), and progressive damage models. These three methods have been introduced comprehensively in [19]. The53
first category of fatigue life models is based on the S-N curves and Constant Life Diagrams (CLD). The fatigue damage is calculated54
by the empirical damage accumulation rules such as the Palmgren-Miner rule. The damage mechanism is not considered in this model.55
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Contrary to the aforementioned empirical fatigue life models, the second category of models capture the physics of fatigue damage56
by introducing the fatigue metric of residual strength or residual stiffness. The fatigue failure occurs when the certain limit of fatigue57
metric is reached. Despite the phenomenological models capturing the physical meaning of fatigue damage, it does not show better58
performance compared with the first category of empirical models in the case of variable amplitude loading which is presented in [20]. In59
the authors’ view, this is caused by the complicated mechanism in fatigue damage of wind turbine blades. Therefore, further corrections60
and improvements are also required for phenomenological models. The guidelines for safety factors of phenomenological models are61
also lacking. The main disadvantage of these two aforementioned methods is that they are limited to the uniaxial loading cases and do62
not take into account other stress components for fatigue life prediction. But they are reasonable for slender beam structures, such as63
wind turbine blades, in which the normal stress in the beam axial direction is dominant. To deal with the complex loading patterns, the64
third category of models, the progressive damage models, have been proposed based on micro mechanics, in this model, one or more65
fatigue damage variables related to the observable damage mechanisms are introduced to model the damage modes, such as transverse66
matrix cracks and de-laminations. Although this method is the most promising way to predict the fatigue life of composite structures, it67
is still computationally intensive. Few authors have applied this method in the fatigue life prediction of wind turbine blades. As a result,68
the first category of fatigue life models, which is also suggested in the GL guidelines for wind turbines, are adopted here to analyse the69
longevity of the different materials of wind turbine blades. The stress time series are reconstructed through the use of DTU BECAS. The70
novelty of this paper is to propose a fatigue analysis methodology based on the anisotropic beam model, cross sectional analysis model,71
and fatigue analysis method for BTC wind turbine blade and the study of BTC effect under the wake conditions.72
In this research paper, an anisotropic beam model based on the finite-element formulation [14] is used to model the macroscopic73
motion of wind turbine blade including bending and torsion. Then, using two-dimensional sectional analysis code, BECAS [21], the74
time series of stress on different blade sections are reconstructed according to the force and moment resultant time series from the75
aforementioned anisotropic one-dimensional beam model, and the fatigue critical section (10.25 m from root) is determined. Lastly, the76
fatigue analysis is carried out to investigate the bend-twist coupling effect on different composite materials on the each blade section.77
The main body of this paper can be divided into three sections. In the first section, the methodology will be briefly introduced in78
terms of the cross section model, beam model, aeroelastic model, and fatigue analysis method. In the second section, the results of the79
static analysis and modal analysis of the NREL 5MW turbine blade will be presented. In the last section, the fatigue mitigation effects80
of a BTC blade under ambient turbulence and wake turbulence conditions are demonstrated and discussed.81
2. Methodology82
Wind turbine blades are commonly assumed to be cantilever thin-walled beam. This assumption simplifies the structural modelling.83
Concerning the computational efficiency, the blade element momentum method (BEM) is used in the present paper as the aerodynamic84
model.85
The BEM model and anisotropic beam model are coupled together in two ways. The BEM model provides the beam model with86
the external aerodynamic forces (axial force and tangential force) at each cross section. In addition, the external forces cause the blade87
to vibrate. The vibration-induced velocity (along the flapwise and edgewise directions) at each section will also affect the aerodynamic88
force calculation of BEM in terms of the local inflow angle. In addition, the torsion of the blade induced by BTC will lead to a change89
in the twist angle, which will also be considered in this model. The flowchart of this two-way coupling methodology is shown in Fig. 1.90
The basic theories and equations in Fig. 1 will be further explained in this section.91
The aforementioned anisotropic beam model is able to be coupled with more advanced aerodynamic models than the BEM model,92
such as the actuator line model. For the fatigue analysis, according to GL certification [22], the stress-based analysis method is employed93
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and introduced in the last part in this section.94
2.1. Two-dimensional sectional analysis95
The BECAS model for 2D sectional analysis is presented here-in. This analysis is the basis of stiffness matrix construction (Equation96
(5)) and stress reconstruction (Equation (7)).97
The displacement of a point on a cross section can be represented by the following formula [14]98
s = v + g (1)
In Equation (1), s is the vector of displacement; v is the vector associated with rigid body motion (rotation and translation); g is the99
warping displacement vector which is generally neglected in the ad hoc beam models, such as Euler Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam100
model. The detailed derivation of the cross sectional model can be found in [21] and is only briefly introduced in this section.101
The governing equation of the cross-sectional displacement can be assumed to be a linear and homogeneous differential equations.102
If the finite element formulation is employed, the relationship between the nodal warping displacement U, generalized strain Φ and the103
































The critical variables in Equation (2) can be obtained by solving Equation (3) and Equation (4). Specifically, Equation (4) should be105
solved first for ∂X∂z and
∂Y
∂z . Then the Equation (3) can be solved in terms of X and Y. The z represents the spanwise direction, and the106
coordinate system is shown in the Fig. 2. X and Y are the solutions of warping displacements and generalized strain (rotation angles of107
the cross section and the curvatures of the beam) under unity stress resultant. nd is the total number of degrees of freedom which equals108
3×nn where nn is the number of nodes. The coefficient matrices of these equations contain the information of cross sectional materials109
and geometry, which are presented in Appendix. A. It should be mentioned here that X and Y do not represent the coordinate system110






































































































∂z , X, and Y can be used to calculate the compliance matrix Fs and Ks stiffness matrix for beam model. The Λ1 and112
Λ2 are Lagrange multipliers associated with warping displacements (constraints on the warping). The other parameters in the matrices,113
including E, R, and D, has been stated in the Appendix A. The compliance matrix and stiffness matrix in terms of ∂X∂z ,
∂Y





































Ks = F−1s (6)
These equations are the basis of stiffness matrix construction for beam model. The governing equations of the 2D cross-sectional117
deformation (warping displacements and generalized strains) are Equation (3) and Equation (4). By solving this linear equation system,118
X and Y in the stiffness matrix calculation of Equation (6) can be achieved, which means that the stiffness matrix for the anisotropic119
beam model can be calculated. In addition, they are also used in Equation (7) to reconstruct the strain through the stress resultant on the120
cross section. Then the nodal warping displacement U, the generalized strain of beam Φ, and their first order derivatives can thus be121
calculated by Equation (2).122
Since these calculated variables are related to the three-dimensional strain on each cross section element, the nodal strain can be123
obtained by following Equation (7), which is the basis of stress and strain reconstruction. εn, Xn, Yn and (∂U∂z )n are nodal value of124
ε, X, Y and (∂U∂z ). N2d is the shape function for the two-dimensional cross sectional model (four-node element shape function). The125































2.2. One-dimensional anisotropic beam model127
The finite element formulation of present one-dimensional anisotropic beam model is proposed in the paper [14]. To expand this128
formulation to a dynamic beam model, Hamilton’s principle and an implicit Newmark’s method, are used for solving this dynamic129
equation.130
L = T−Π + Wf (8)
To construct the dynamic model, the Hamilton’s principle (Equation(8)) is used and represented by the Equation (8). L in this131
equation is the Lagrangian functional, which is the combination of kinetic energy, potential energy, and the work of external force Wf .132











In Equation (9), Ni represents the order of the shape function of beam. The details about the parameter matrices can be found in135
Appendix B. It should be noted here that in order to construct high-order (Ni > 3) polynomial shape functions for the two-node element,136
Kim et al. introduces a new derivation of shape functions by using the total elastic energy minimization method in [14]. The high-order137
shape function of displacement is required because we need to differentiate the displacement with respect to z to calculate the generalized138
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strain of the beam. This makes the formulation of Nα more complicated, which is shown in Appendix B. Nα is implemented in each139
term of Equation (8). As a result, in the following part, each term in Equation (8) will be represented in form of nodal displacement140
vector in Equation (9).141























In this equation, Bb is the first derivative of shape function N. Ks is the stiffness matrix, which is calculated in Equation (6). The Ke144
is the local stiffness matrix. Le here represents the length of the local beam element.145



























The matrix Es can be calculated by the surface integral on the cross section. The coordinate system is presented in Fig. 2. The Me148





1 0 0 0 0 −y
0 1 0 0 0 x
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−y x 0 0 0 x2 + y2
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dA (14)





T N(z)Tdz · f (15)
In this equation f is the force on the beam element.151
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The above equations from Equation (10) to Equation (15) are in their local forms, which can be assembled into the global form:152
KGD + MGD̈ = FG (16)
Here KG is the global stiffness matrix. MG is the global mass matrix. FG is the global external force matrix, and D is the global153
displacement matrix. Equation (16) is solved by the Newmark’s method [24].154
Firstly, initial values (o) are assigned to the displacement vector and its first and second order time derivatives.155





In Equation (17), the nb is the number of beam nodes.156





Kcm and Fn+1,residual are shown as follows.158
Kcm = KGβ∆t2 + MG (19)














In the second step, the displacement and its first derivative at the next time step can be calculated.159


























Then it returns to the first step. If 2β ≥ γ ≥ 12 , the algorithm is unconditionally stable. If γ =
1
2 , the algorithm can achieve 2nd160
order time accuracy. If β = 0 and γ = 12 , the algorithm is the central difference method. If β =
1
6 and γ =
1
2 , the algorithm is the linear161
acceleration method. If β = 14 and γ =
1





guarantee the unconditional stability of the algorithm.163
2.3. Aeroelastic modelling164
In this section, the aeroelastic model will be established by combining the aforementioned beam model (structural model) with an165
aerodynamic model (BEM model). The aerodynamic force can be determined by the local lift and drag coefficients, Cl and Cd, which166
can be obtained through the look-up table of lift and drag coefficients with respect to the local angle of attack α based on the inflow angle167
φ, pitch angle β and blade twist angle due to the blade torsion ∆β:168
α = φ− β + ∆β (23)




n)(1− a) + Ve−op





The Ve−op and Ve−ip are out-of-plane and in-plane velocities induced by the vibration of the blade, which are predicted from the170
structure model. U∞ and Ωr are free stream velocity and rotational velocity respectively. It is assumed that the near wake is stable, the171
axial and tangential induction factors a and a′ are constant, which can be calculated by the blade element momentum (BEM) method.172
The procedure of BEM can be seen from the Figure 3. The U ′n and U
′
t are two components of the fluctuating velocity, which can be173
obtained from a turbulent wind model to be introduced later.174





where L(α) is the coefficient matrix from the176
L(α) =










The Cm and c are aerodynamic moment coefficient and chord respectively. This aerodynamic model can be coupled with the177
aforementioned structural model (1D anisotropic beam model). The flowchart of the aeroelastic model is shown in Fig. 1.178
The Risφ model [25] is employed as the dynamic stall model for the lift coefficient, in which the non-dimensional parameter f179
defined in Equation (32), a measure of the degree of separation, is introduced to correct the aforementioned lift coefficient. The dynamic180
angle of attack αd (a function of time t) is also introduced which is shown in Equation (27).181
αd(t) = α(1−A1 −A2) + c1(t) + c2(t) (27)
in which c1(t) and c2(t) are two variables to describe the delayed lift coefficient. A1 and A2 are two parameters, which are shown in182
Table 16. The dynamic linear lift is calculated as:183











in which α0 is the angle of attack under which the lift coefficient is zero. If the separation parameter f is equal to 0 (fully separated185
condition), the Cl0 = 4Cstl , in which C
st
l is from the table checking of static lift coefficients (the superscript ”st” means static). The186
variables can be determined by the following Equation (30). In this equation, C ′l0 is the retarded lift coefficient. αf can be calculated by187







−(ω1 + V̇relVrel ) 0 0 0
0 −(ω2 + V̇relVrel ) 0 0
0 0 −ω4 0






























The dynamic lift coefficient for aerodynamic model can be calculated by Equation (33).190
Cl,d(t) = fd(t)Cl0(αd) + (1− fd)Cl1(αd) (33)










Two test cases of DU-40 airfoil for the dynamic stall model are carried out with the prescribed change of α shown in equations (35)192
and (36) below. The parameters for the dynamic stall model are shown in Table 16.193
α(t) = 5 + 5 sin(12t) (o) (35)
α(t) = 20 + 50 sin(12t) (o) (36)
The comparison between the static and dynamic (corrected) lift coefficients are compared in Figs. 14 and 15. The lift coefficient for194
dynamic stall model is slightly different from the static lift coefficient. The dynamic lift coefficients varies along the blue circle, which195
is the delayed effect. It should be mentioned here that the tower and shaft are not considered in the current aeroelastic model. Due to196
this, the results presented later only have a qualitative value.197
2.4. Fatigue analysis198
Three kinds of fatigue analysis methods have been introduced, including the fatigue life models, phenomenological models, and199
progressive damage models. Among these methods, the progressive damage method is the most promising method because of its200
capability to deal with multi-axial fatigue analysis. The progressive method can also predict multiple fatigue damage modes, because201
it is based on the first principles. However, in wind energy industry, the progressive damage model has not been widely adopted in the202
fatigue life prediction of wind turbine blades. In the authors’ views, this is mainly due to its complexity and computational cost. In203
the GL guidelines for the certification of wind turbines, the fatigue life method is suggested for the fatigue life prediction of composite204
structures, which consists of the Palmgren-Miner fatigue damage accumulation rule, rainflow counting algorithm, S-N curve, and shifted205
Goodman diagram. The values of safety factors are also suggested in the GL guidelines. Although it is more efficient, the fatigue life206
method still has limitations due to its empirical nature. Its accuracy is highly dependent on the precision of the data source, including207
the S-N curve and Goodman diagram. The data source used in this study is from a recent research paper about the fatigue analysis of the208
NREL 5MW wind turbine blade [26].209
The fatigue damage of wind turbine blade material can be calculated by Miner’s rule given by Equation (37). The basic assumption210









In Equation (37), Dp represents the total fatigue damage of the subject material in a certain period. i indicates the stress cycle212
number. N is the number of cycles to failure in terms of mean stress σm,i and stress amplitude σa,i, which can be calculated by the213
rainflow counting algorithm. By considering S-N curve (stress vs. number of cycles) and constant life diagram (shifted Goodman214
relationship), the number of cycles to failure N(σa,i, σm,i) can be calculated by Equation (39) from the GL certification guideline [22].215
The life of a wind turbine blade in years can be calculated by using the following Equation (38). L here is the life of the blade material,216
















In Equation (39), σT and σC are the ultimate tension and compression strengths (characteristic short-term structure member resis-218
tance) for tension and compression respectively. γMa is partial safety factors for material respectively. m is the exponential factor of the219











Cib (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) (41)
In the above Equation (40) or (41), Cib represents the safety factor in terms of temperature effect, material fabrication effect etc. The222
detailed value for each safety factors will be introduced in the following section (see Table 3 and Table 4) in terms of the materials for223
the NREL 5MW turbine blade. Here γM0 equals 1.35. These safety factors of material are from the GL guidelines for the certification224
of wind turbines. The flowchart of the fatigue analysis methodology is shown in the Fig. 5.225
3. Modal and static analysis of the NREL 5MW turbine blade226
The NREL 5MW wind turbine blade has been extensively used in research related to large wind turbines. Each of its blades is 61.5227
meters long and weighs 17740 kg. This blade is designed according to the IEC standard, and the information of structural properties can228
be found in the NREL report [26]. The information about the material properties, layup informations, and blade geometry are obtained229
from the Sandia report [27]. This wind turbine blade is mainly made of four kinds of composite materials, including triaxial (TRIAX),230
biaxial (WEB), carbon fibre uniaxial (CUD) and glass fibre (EUD) uniaxial composite materials. The layup of different materials is231
shown in Fig. 7. The main structure, spar caps, is mainly composed of carbon fibre composite, which endures large normal stress. A232
glass fibre composite is used to build the trailing edge reinforcement section. A triaxial fibre composite is used to construct the leading233
edge and trailing edge of the blade. A biaxial fibre composite is the material of shear webs, which can absorb shear forces in the cross234
section.235
Here BTC is simply induced by a slight fibre orientation change on the material plies of carbon fibre composite in the spar caps.236
Although including BTC in caps is complicated and costly from the manufacturing point of view, it is still the most simple and direct237
way to induce a higher BTC coefficient because the spar caps are the main structure which endure the majority of the bending moment.238
In fact, the simulation cases presented in this and next sections, more details about BTC in spar caps are discovered and discussed.239
Here four different orientations (0o, 5o, 10o and 15o) are researched and compared in this paper. The BTC coefficients of these four240
different orientations are shown in Fig. 6. The BTC coefficients are calculated by Equation (42). In this equation, EI represents the241
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flapwise bending stiffness, GJ indicates the torsional stiffness, and g is the coupling stiffness. The plot of BTC coefficients at different242





In this section, modal analysis and static analyses on the NREL 5MW turbine blade are carried out to preliminarily investigate the244
properties of BTC blade. This investigation shows a big picture about the BTC effect on the dynamic and static response of wind turbine245
blade. Mathematically, modal analysis is an eigenvalue problem in terms of Equation (16). Both the elastic potential energy and inertia246
term are considered in the modal analysis part, which are the most important parts for the numerical implementation of the beam model.247
In addition, the modal analysis is used as a verification case for the present anisotropic beam model. The static analysis can reveal the248
information about the stress and strain distributions, though inertia effects are neglected in the static analysis. It should be mentioned249
that the inertial effects and gravitational forces will be carefully considered in the next section of dynamic simulation.250
For modal analysis, we compute the natural frequencies and discuss the BTC effects on the modes. The computed natural frequencies251
for the first six modes of an anisotropic beam and the result obtained with 3D ANSYS are compared. The results of 3D ANSYS analysis252
are from the Resor’s paper in 2013 about design of the NREL 5MW turbine blade [27]. From the Table 1, it can be seen that they253
have a good agreement. Since the mode of the blade is related to the inertia and elastic potential effect, this result verifies the previous254
formulation and our in-house code for the one-dimensional beam model. For illustration purpose, the first six mode shapes can be seen255
in Fig. 8.256
Next, the BTC effects on the natural frequencies of the blades with different spar cap orientations are studied. Specifically, the257
natrual frequencies for different blades with composites at different orientations on caps are compared in Table 2. It shows that each258
natural frequency of bending modes for 5o, 10o, and 15o orientations tends to decrease, which is caused by the reduction of stiffness on259
longitudinal direction. In contrast, the torsional modes tend to slightly increase. It is also found that edgewise modes are less sensitive to260
the change of fibre orientation, which means that the edgewise moment is less sensitive to the spar caps orientation change. Because the261
dominant force in the edgewise direction is gravitational force, the fatigue damage of materials related to the edgewise moments is also262
less affected by the orientation change.263
The static analysis is carried out under the condition of rated wind speed (at 11.4 m/s) to study the static response of the wind turbine.264
The root bending moment of wind turbine blade is always the maximum. For the static stress (not moment) analysis case, it is not265
always the case. In this case, the aerodynamic force is pre-calculated using the BEM method and the azimuth angle of the blade is 90o266
(clockwise), which means that the blade is directed vertical to the ground. Here only the longitudinal stress and strain are analysed,267
because they are much larger than the other components and, therefore, more significant for fatigue analysis due to the blade’s slender268
beam structure.269
The wind turbine blade is made of different composite materials, which have different mechanical properties, including stiffness and270
strength. Among these materials, carbon fibre composite in the spar caps endures a large proportion of loading, which also means that271
the stress on the spar caps are much higher than that in the other sections. However, it does not always mean that the spar caps are the272
most vulnerable part of the blade because different materials have different capabilities of resistance to fatigue damage. For example, the273
stress on the glass fibre composite (reinforcement section) is much lower than that of carbon fibre (spar caps). But the glass fibre is less274
resistant to the fatigue damage than carbon fibre. As a result, the fatigue damage of different materials should be analysed separately.275
This is also the reason why we use BECAS to reconstruct the strain and stress in the cross sections. It should be noted that the stress276
is not continuously distributed in composite structure along the blade because of the difference in material properties. Fortunately, the277
strain is continuously distributed. To study the BTC effect, the strain distributions in a wind turbine blade for different orientation cases278
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are firstly provided in Fig. 9a-9d. These figures are produced by reconstructing the strain on different cross sections.279
From Fig. 9a, it can be seen that there exists an strain-concentration zone at the transition section of the blade (from round shape280
to airfoil shape). The materials around the “concentration zone” will have much larger stress than the same materials in other sections.281
From Fig. 9b-9d for the BTC blades, there exists another “concentration zone” close to the tip around the leading and trailing edges.282
This is thought to be caused by the BTC effect. The plot of the maximum magnitudes of longitudinal (fibre-direction) stresses of283
different materials at different cross sections (longitudinal 0 m from root to 45 m from root) are shown in the Fig. 10a-10f. In these284
figures, the carbon fibre refers to the spar caps, the glass fibre refers to the reinforcement section, the triaxial composite refers to the285
trailing and leading edge, and the biaxial composite refers to the shear webs. Although the moments are decreasing from the root to the286
tip, there is a stress peak for different materials in the transition section, which is within the first strain-concentration zone. For shear287
webs (biaxial composite) and triaxial composite, there is another peak at around the tip, which is within the second strain-concentration288
zone. To further study the stress and strain distributions of the blade, we randomly choose two cross sections from within these two289
“concentration zones” as two samples for further analysis. The corresponding longitudinal (fibre-direction) stress and strain distributions290
are shown in Fig. 11a-11h and Fig. 12a-12h. Fig. 11a-11h are sampled at the 10.25 m section from the root of the blade. From these291
figures, there are no differences in terms of stress and strain distributions between different BTC blades at the 10.25 m section. In other292
words, the static responses of this blade section for BTC blades with different fibre orientations are the same. In the aeroelastic simulation293
and fatigue analysis given in the next section, the peak and valley of stress values on this section will be minimized by the BTC effect,294
and the fatigue mitigation effect will be shown. Fig. 12a-12h are sampled at the 30m section, where the orientation of carbon fibre are295
induced. Two important things can be observed in these figures. The maximum stress is slightly reduced by the orientations induced in296
the spar caps. Since the maximum stress exists in the spar caps, so the load of carbon fibre will be alleviated. On the other hand, the297
loading for other materials is increasing, because the strain value is increasing, which can be seen in these figures. In the authors’ view,298
the shear webs that are most close to the spar caps will endure an increase in stress.299
4. Preliminary aeroelastic simulation and fatigue analysis of the NREL 5MW wind turbine300
In this section, preliminary aeroelastic simulation (dynamic simulation without dynamic stall model) and fatigue analysis (without301
considering wide range of wind speed) is carried out for the NREL 5MW wind turbine. The rotational speed is 12.1 rpm, the wind speed302
is 11.4 m/s and the turbulence intensity is 10%. It is assumed that the wind speed is uniformly distributed in all wind directions. The303
fluctuating wind speed is simulated by the Sandia method [28]. In this method, the fluctuating wind speed is assumed to be coloured304









where f is the frequency in Hz, k is the index referring to the velocity component direction (1 = longitudinal, 2 = lateral, 3 = upward),306
Sk(f) is the single-sided velocity component spectrum, σk is the velocity standard deviation, Lk is the velocity component integral scale307
parameter, and Vhub is the wind velocity at the hub height. Instead of using a white noise, the transformation matrix can be obtained308
from the above spectrum, by which the matrix is used to generate the simulated wind speed in frequency domain. Lastly the wind speed309
can be recovered by employing the inverse Fourier transform.310
The methodology of aeroelastic simulation and fatigue analysis has already been presented in previous sections. For fatigue analysis,311
the safety factors, thickness and strength of different materials of NREL 5MW turbine blade can be seen in Tables 3 and 4. In Table 3,312
the γMa is the partial safety factor for the material. Cib represents the safety factor in terms of temperature effect, material fabrication313
effect, etc. The fatigue properties of 0o UD composite will be different from that of other UD composites with offset angles. To apply314
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the properties of 0o UD, material coordinate system is employed for the UD composites with offset angles, which is explained in the315
BECAS manual (2015, page 60-61). The longitudinal stress can be transformed to the material coordinate system (along the fibre) by316
multiplying the rotation matrix.317
4.1. Fatigue analysis of single wind turbine under normal wind condition318
This section studies the wake effect on the loading, tip displacements, and the fatigue damage of a single wind turbine with different319
orientations of carbon fibre will be compared under the normal wind condition (turbulence intensity of 0.1). The fluctuating wind speed is320
shown in Fig. 13. The fluctuating root bending moments of each blade are illustrated in the Fig. 16. It can be seen that the minimization321
of the peaks and valleys of fluctuating flapwise bending moments is achieved by the BTC effect. With an increase in orientation angle,322
the mitigation effect is more obvious. For the edgewise bending moment, the mitigation effect is not observed, because the edgewise323
bending moment is dominated by the gravity force instead of the aerodynamic force. For the tip displacements, both the flapwise and324
edgewise tip displacements of BTC blades are shifted upward, which can be seen in the Fig. 17. In the figure of edgewise displacement,325
the amplitudes of vibrations are 1.5476m, 1.5975m, 1.6795m, and 1.7648m for the 0, 5, 10, and 15 offset angles respectively. In other326
words, there exists an increase of the amplitudes with the increase of offset angles. Compared with blades without the BTC effect,327
the shifted values of the flapwise and edgewise displacements for the 15o BTC blade are 2m and 0.2m respectively. This extra tip328
displacement will affect the designed gap between the blade and tower. Fig. 18 shows the minimum fatigue life of different materials on329
different cross sections. There is a lowest point of fatigue life for different materials. The values of the lowest points are shown in the330
Fig. 19. If we recall the “strain-concentration” zone in the previous section, the lowest point is located at this zone (10m from the root).331
This fatigue damage is caused by the large strain (or stress) value for different materials. From our calculations, it should be noted that332
the longevity of carbon fibre composite in spar caps, which is the main structure, has increased with the increase in orientation angle due333
to the BTC effect. For the section around the tip, the fatigue mitigation effect is obvious for spar caps. In fact, the lowest value of fatigue334
life in spar caps increases from 337 years to 404 years for the 15o case. It should be noticed that this fatigue mitigation effect is due to335
the aforementioned peak-valley minimization in terms of bending moments. The fatigue life of other materials, including EUD, TRIAX,336
does not change too much.337
4.2. Fatigue analysis of multiple wind turbines under wake condition338
In this section, wake effect on the wind turbine blade is considered, which is also an important factor for fatigue load increase. This339
wake condition is also referred to as the IEC61400-1 standard for wind turbines. The effective turbulence intensity in the wake region340




















In Equation (44), Ieff is the effective turbulence intensity under the wake condition. σ̂eff is the standard turbulence deviation under342
wake condition. Vhub is the wind speed at the hub height (11.4 m/s in this case). N is the number of neighbouring turbines. pw is a343
constant (0.06 for evenly distributed wind speed). σ̂T is the added turbulence standard deviation. m is the coefficients for the S-N curve.344
σ̂ is the ambient turbulence standard deviation.345
Two different layouts are analysed, including three wind turbines in a line, and nine wind turbines in three arrays. The longitudinal346
distance is 5D (D is the diameter of the wind turbine rotor). The lateral distance is 3D. From Fig. 20, it can be seen that the turbulence347
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intensity for three arrays of wind turbine is much higher than that of the three turbines in a line. In this figure, the percentage number348
beside the circle represents the turbulence intensity. In Fig. 21, each bar represents the aforementioned “lowest point” for different349
materials at different cross sections, which are also the lowest fatigue lives of different materials at different sections. As a result, Fig.350
21 shows the fatigue life of different materials under different wake conditions. It should be noted that the wake mitigation effect for351
spar caps is obvious for different cases. Noticeably, the percentage of load alleviation effect of BTC is from 20% to 25%. There exists a352
large decrease of life for both CUD (spar caps) and BIAX (shear webs) under the wake condition. The high turbulence intensity in the353
wake region will induce large stress fluctuations, which will directly affect the fatigue life of CUD that endures large loading.354
5. Fatigue analysis with dynamic stall model and under a wide range of wind speed355
In this section, the fatigue life of materials of wind turbine blade will be calculated under a wide range of wind speed conditions (de-356
sign load cases (DLC) power production condition in IEC 61400-1). The turbulence intensity for different wind conditions is calculated357
based on the normal turbulence model (NTM), and the dynamic stall effect is also considered in this case.358
5.1. Dynamic stall effect359
The simulated dynamic loading of the numerical model with and without dynamic stall model are compared in Fig. 22. From this360
figure, it can be seen that the fluctuating patterns in the initial period are obviously different during the period from 0 s to 10 s. In this361
period, the wind turbine blade is loaded with aerodynamic force. The fluctuation part (with the mean value subtracted) of out-of-plane362
moments are further compared with each other, and this is shown in Fig. 23. The power spectrum for the fluctuation parts of the simulated363
loading with and without dynamic stall model is further compared in Fig. 24, from which it can be seen that the two fluctuations share364
the same spectrum for the low frequency (below 1 Hz).365
5.2. Fatigue life analysis for single wind turbine366
In the previous sections, the fatigue analysis of the blade is performed based only on the simulations at one wind speed (11.4 m/s).367
Moreover, the analysis is performed at a turbulence intensity of 10 %. This is of course not representative of the conditions encountered368
by a wind turbine which operates in a wide range of wind velocities (3-25 m/s). In order to obtain the realistic values of the fatigue369
damage, simulations are performed over the whole range of operational conditions. The weights of the different wind conditions are370
introduced through a representative Weibull distribution. In addition, the turbulence intensity are also calculated according to IEC 61400-371
1. In other words, a realistic fatigue spectrum will be composed in order to deal with the realistic lifetime results in this section. The wind372
turbine is analysed under the condition of wind class IB and power production (design load case 1.2 with normal turbulence model) in373
IEC 61400-1. For wind class IB, the reference turbulence intensity is 0.14 according to IEC 61400-1. The standard deviation of velocity374
for different wind speed (at hub height) can be calculated by Equation (46).375
σ1 = Iref (0.75Vhub + 5.6) (46)
The Equation (47) is the function of Weibull distribution, which is the probability density function of wind speed in wind farm. The376
plot of Weibull distribution is shown in Fig. 25 (k = 2.2, c = 11.28).377











The simulated wind speed and loading (out-of-plane moments) for different wind speeds are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. The control378
strategy of wind turbine can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, from 0 - 11.4 m/s (rated wind speed), the rotational speed of379
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rotor is the control variable to optimize the power production (optimum tip speed ratio (TSR)), and the pitch angle is 0o. In the stage380
2, from 11.4 - 25.0 m/s, the rotational speed is fixed (at 12.1 rpm), and the pitch angle becomes the control variable. The data for these381
parameters is shown in Table 5 along with the turbulence intensity.382
The fatigue lives for different materials under different wind conditions are calculated based on the fatigue damage of the 10.25 m383
section, which are shown in Table 6. From this table, it can be seen that the lives for different wind speed conditions are very different.384
The life at around rated wind speed (9 - 13 m/s) is the lowest one for all the materials. The total calculated lives for different materials385
are shown in Table 7. It should be mentioned here that the calculated life of main structure, carbon fibre composite on the spar caps386
(CUD), is very close to the design life, 20 years. The biaxial composite in the shear webs (WEB) has the shortest life, 2.62 years. In next387
section, the fatigue life of different materials under wake conditions will be presented to show fatigue-induced fatigue damage.388
5.3. Fatigue life analysis for wind turbine under wake conditions and compact layout389
For the fatigue life of turbine 8, WT8, (see Fig. 20, 9 wind turbines in array), the wake effects will be considered, and the turbulence390
intensity under wake conditions will be calculated by Equation (46). The parameters are shown in Table 8. The simulated wind speed and391
root out-of-plane bending moments are shown in Figs. 28 and 29 respectively. The calculated fatigue lives for different materials under392
different wind conditions are shown in Table 9. By comparing Table 9 with Table 6 (no wake), the fatigue lives of different materials393
all decrease under wake conditions. The calculated fatigue life for the main structure (CUD) is much lower than that of 26.0187 years394
in Table 7 under no wake conditions. The wake-induced fatigue is obvious. This is also because, in authors’ view, the layout is too395
compact. The lateral distance is 3D, and longitudinal distance is 5D. Normally, the lateral and longitudinal distances are at least 5D and396
7D respectively.397
5.4. Fatigue life analysis for wind turbine under wake conditions and normal layout398
In this section, the fatigue life for wind turbine (WT8) under wake conditions and normal wind farm layout (9 wind turbines in array,399
5D for lateral distance and 7D for longitudinal distance) is calculated. The parameters for different wind speed conditions are shown in400
Table 11. The simulated wind speeds and out-of-plane root bending moments are illustrated in Figs. 30 and 31. The fatigue analysis401
results are shown in Tables 12 and 13. When compared these two tables with Table 6 (no wake), it can be seen that the wake effect is402
still very significant to the fatigue life of wind turbine blade. The fatigue life of spar caps (main structure of CUD) drops from 26.0187403
years in Table 7 to 6.9084 years in Table 13. Although some less dominant factors are not considered in this case, i.e. non-uniform wind404
directions, it still can be concluded that the wake-induced fatigue has an large impact on the fatigue life of wind turbine blade. Compared405
the results in Table 13 with that in Table 10 (compact layout), the fatigue life increases from 1.7388 years to 6.9084 years. It can be406
concluded that the layout of wind turbine also has an impact on the fatigue damage of wind turbine blades. Next the performance of BTC407
blade for WT8 with 15o fibre orientation on the carbon fibre composite in the spar caps in the previous section is studied. The fatigue408
lives of different materials in BTC wind turbine blade are shown in Tables 14 and 15. The fatigue damage is alleviated by introducing409
the bend-twist coupling effect. Comparing the fatigue life of carbon fibre composite in BTC blade with that of normal wind turbine blade410
under wake condition, it can be found that the total fatigue life of CUD increases from 6.9084 years in Table 13 to 6.9532 years in Table411
15. But the fatigue load alleviation effect is still obvious in some wind speed range, e.g. 11-15 m/s (comparing Tables 12 and 14).412
6. Conclusions413
In this study, the aeroelastic model is established by combining the BEM method with the anisotropic beam model; the latter is based414
on a two-dimensional sectional analysis model. In contrast with most studies in this realm, stress life method is employed in this study415
to analyse the fatigue life of different composite materials on different sections in a wind turbine blade under different wake conditions.416
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The in-house Matlab code of structural model is verified in the present study by comparing its predicted natural frequencies with ANSYS417
results. Both of the static and modal analysis show that the BTC design will also change the structural properties of the blade, such as418
natural frequencies, static stress, and strain contours. By using aeroelastic simulation and fatigue analysis method, the fatigue life of419
single turbine under normal wind condition and multiple wind turbines under wake conditions is analysed. The conclusions are given as420
follows:421
(1) From the modal and static analysis of BTC wind turbine blade with different orientations, it is found that BTC design will422
change the structural properties of the blade in terms of modal frequencies and static response. Specifically, for modal frequencies, the423
frequencies of the flapwise modes have an obvious decline because of the BTC. The frequencies of the edgewise modes is less sensitive to424
the BTC. The frequencies of the torsional modes have a slightly increase. For the static response, the static response of sections without425
BTC does not change. In the sections with BTC, the stress on the spar caps is slightly alleviated, but the strain of other materials has an426
increase, and two strain concentration zones are found in the static analysis of BTC blade. The first strain concentration zone (10.25 m427
from root) is also found in the blade without BTC. The second concentration zone (30-50 m from root) is due to the BTC design.428
(2) From the fatigue analysis of single wind turbine under normal wind conditions, it is found that the “peak and valley” minimization429
effect is induced by using BTC. In the analysis of fatigue life of different materials on different cross sections, it can be seen that there430
exists a “lowest point” of fatigue life for different materials at around the first strain concentration zone (10.25 m from root).431
(3) From the fatigue analysis of multiple wind turbines under wake conditions. it is found that the predicted fatigue life (26.0187432
years) of the main structure is very close to the design life (20 years). From the fatigue analysis for wind turbine blade in wake conditions,433
it is found that the wake-induced fatigue has a significant impact on the fatigue life of wind turbine blades (fatigue life drops from 26.0187434
years to 1.7388 years under compact layout), and wind farm layout can affect the wake-induced fatigue damage (increase from 1.7388435
years (compact layout) to 6.9084 years (normal layout)). Furthermore, it is also found that the bend-twist coupling wind turbine blade436
can alleviate the fatigue load under wake condition.437
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Appendix A Two-dimensional cross-sectional model (BECAS)442
The elements in parameter matrices for 2D sectional model (from Equation (3) to Equation (4)) are listed in this appendix. All of443


































































I3 · · · I3
n1 · · · nnn
T (A.7)
In Equation (A.7), n has the same form of the ne in Equation (A.10), and I3 is a unitary matrix. In those equations, N2d,e is the451
two-dimensional shape function for a finite element on the cross section of the blade, which is four-node element in this study. Qe is452
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Appendix B One-dimensional beam model459
This appendix is about the parameters of one dimensional anisotropic beam model. The derivation of the model can be found in [14].460















Where z in Equation (B.1) is defined in Figure 1. The following equations are used to deal with Nα from Equation (9). z1 and z2 are462


























Y1 = Aα1N−11 (B.5)
467
Y2 = Aα2 − Aα1N−11 N2 (B.6)
468







P = YT2 DsY1 (B.9)
471
Q = −YT2 DsY2 (B.10)
Lastly, the formula of Nα is as follows:472
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the aeroelastic model.
Figure 2: Coordinate system of a wind turbine blade.
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Initialization of a and a′
Calculate inflow angle φ = arctan(U∞(1−a)Ωr(1+a′) )
Calculate angle of attack
α = φ − β
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Figure 3: Flowchart of blade element momentum method.
Figure 4: The location of 6 different airfoils in the NREL 5MW turbine blade.
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Figure 5: Flowchart of the structure of methodology.
Figure 6: BTC coefficients for different orientations.
Figure 7: Layup of different composite materials used in the NREL 5MW turbine blade.
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Figure 8: First six mode shapes.
(a) Strain for 0o fibre (b) Strain for 5o fibre
(c) Strain for 10o fibre (d) Strain for 15o fibre
Figure 9: Strain distribution for different orientations (static analysis).
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(a) Out-of-plane moment (b) In-plane moment
(c) Carbon fibre (UD) (d) Biaxial composite
(e) Glass fibre (UD) (f) Triaxial composite
Figure 10: Distributed moment and stress for different materials.
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(a) Strain for 0o fibre (b) Stress for 0o fibre (Pa)
(c) Strain for 5o fibre (d) Stress for 5o fibre (Pa)
(e) Strain for 10o fibre (f) Stress for 10o fibre (Pa)
(g) Strain for 15o fibre (h) Stress for 15o fibre (Pa)
Figure 11: Longitudinal (fibre-direction) stress and strain isopleths for different fibre orientations on the section 10.25m.
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(a) Strain for 0o fibre (b) Stress for 0o fibre (Pa)
(c) Strain for 5o fibre (d) Stress for 5o fibre (Pa)
(e) Strain for 10o fibre (f) Stress for 10o fibre (Pa)
(g) Strain for 15o fibre (h) Stress for 15o fibre (Pa)
Figure 12: Longitudinal(fibre-direction) stress and strain isopleths for different fibre orientations on the critical section 30m.
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Figure 13: Fluctuating longitudinal wind speed under normal wind condition.
Figure 14: Test case 1 for dynamic stall model.
Figure 15: Test case 2 for dynamic stall model.
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Figure 16: Fluctuating root bending moments under the normal wind condition (further enlarged view).
Figure 17: Fluctuating tip displacements under the normal wind condition.
Figure 18: Longevity of different materials on different sections under the normal wind condition.
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Figure 19: Minimum values of longevity of different materials on different sections under the normal wind condition.
Figure 20: Wind turbine layouts.
Figure 21: Fatigue life comparison between two different orientations of different wind turbine blades with different materials .
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Figure 22: The comparison between the simulated moments of the numerical model with and without dynamic stall model.
Figure 23: Comparison between the out-of-plane bending moments (with mean value subtracted) with and without dynamic stall model.
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Figure 24: Comparison between the power spectrum of out-of-plane bending moments (with mean value subtracted) with and without dynamic stall model.
Figure 25: Weibull distribution of wind speed for the simulation case.
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Figure 26: Simulated wind speed under no-wake conditions.
Figure 27: Simulated out-of-plane moments under no-wake conditions.
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Figure 28: Simulated wind speed under wake conditions.
Figure 29: Simulated out-of-plane moments under wake conditions.
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Figure 30: Simulated wind speed under wake conditions and normal layout.

















ANSYS 0.87 1.06 2.68 3.91 5.57 6.45
Beam model 0.89 1.04 2.72 3.90 5.75 7.15













0 degree 0.89 1.04 2.72 3.90 5.75 7.15
5 degree 0.88 1.04 2.63 3.87 5.72 7.16
10 degree 0.85 1.04 2.47 3.82 5.43 7.17
15 degree 0.82 1.03 2.30 3.77 5.09 7.17
Table 3: Safety factors for different materials.
Material γMa C2b C3b C4b C5b m
Glass fibre 2.65 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.2 10
Triaxial fibre 2.65 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 10
Biaxial fibre 2.65 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 10
Carbon fibre 2.65 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.2 14
Table 4: Thickness(each layer) and strength of different materials.
Material Thickness (mm) σT (MPa) σC (MPa)
Glass fibre 0.47 793.05 -542.49
Triaxial fibre 0.94 700 -700
Biaxial fibre 1 144 -213
Carbon fibre 0.47 1546 -1047
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Table 5: Parameters for the different wind speed range (from 3 m/s - 25 m/s) under no-wake conditions.




Pitch angle (o) Turbulence inten-
sity
3-5 5 5.31 0 0.262
5-7 7 7.43 0 0.217
7-9 9 9.55 0 0.192
9-11 11 12.1 0 0.176
11-13 13 12.1 6.60 0.165
13-15 15 12.1 10.45 0.157
15-17 17 12.1 13.54 0.151
17-19 19 12.1 16.23 0.146
19-21 21 12.1 18.70 0.142
21-23 23 12.1 21.18 0.139
23-25 25 12.1 23.47 0.136
Table 6: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under no-wake conditions.




3-5 1.5986e+9 53.9377 3.7694e+3 1.7199e+5 0.1377
5-7 2.2980e+7 31.1932 2.4859e+3 1.7459e+5 0.1717
7-9 4.3345e+4 17.1537 1.6062e+3 727.5506 0.1792
9-11 5.6153 9.8457 1.1439e+3 1.1046 0.1627
11-13 15.9887 24.0427 1.1897e+3 5.1545 0.1306
13-15 302.7857 30.9046 963.6181 0.4809 0.0935
15-17 125.8710 21.9941 433.0670 21.6409 0.0600
17-19 100.9939 18.0107 289.6136 7.8679 0.0346
19-21 115.6948 18.0496 208.3771 4.7127 0.0180
21-23 2.1208e+3 13.0352 213.2192 7.6625 0.0084
23-25 3.0045e+3 5.2837 124.6927 1.4742 0.0035
Table 7: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under no-wake conditions.







Table 8: Parameters for the different wind speed range (from 3 m/s - 25 m/s) under wake conditions.




Pitch angle (o) Turbulence inten-
sity
3-5 5 5.31 0 0.321
5-7 7 7.43 0 0.276
7-9 9 9.55 0 0.249
9-11 11 12.1 0 0.230
11-13 13 12.1 6.60 0.217
13-15 15 12.1 10.45 0.206
15-17 17 12.1 13.54 0.198
17-19 19 12.1 16.23 0.190
19-21 21 12.1 18.70 0.184
21-23 23 12.1 21.18 0.179
23-25 25 12.1 23.47 0.174
Table 9: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under wake conditions.




3-5 6.7595e+8 53.4924 2.7273e+3 1.1202e+5 0.1377
5-7 6.1500e+6 31.1441 2.4572e+3 5.4080e+5 0.1717
7-9 6.5015e+3 16.6784 1.5444e+3 119.7997 0.1792
9-11 0.4827 9.4055 1.0728e+3 0.1476 0.1627
11-13 0.6079 20.0514 343.9903e+3 0.5905 0.1306
13-15 63.8614 25.5055 725.0841 1.0879 0.0935
15-17 5.1503 12.5421 132.5835 1.9407 0.0600
17-19 4.5651 10.0683 91.6298 1.0541 0.0346
19-21 4.4335 10.6346 34.5358 0.7288 0.0180
21-23 87.8126 6.1392 64.8479 1.2029 0.0084
23-25 168.3429 2.0313 37.2014 0.2011 0.0035
Table 10: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under wake conditions.












Pitch angle (o) Turbulence inten-
sity
3-5 5 5.31 0 0.2911
5-7 7 7.43 0 0.2450
7-9 9 9.55 0 0.2183
9-11 11 12.1 0 0.2006
11-13 13 12.1 6.60 0.1879
13-15 15 12.1 10.45 0.1784
15-17 17 12.1 13.54 0.1710
17-19 19 12.1 16.23 0.1648
19-21 21 12.1 18.70 0.1596
21-23 23 12.1 21.18 0.1556
23-25 25 12.1 23.47 0.1517
Table 12: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under wake conditions and normal layout for normal blade.




3-5 2.0312e+9 51.0607 3.5647e+3 1.9869e+5 0.1377
5-7 9.9102e+6 30.8361 2.4187e+3 9.1604e+4 0.1717
7-9 2.8041e+4 17.1227 1.5980e+3 739.0295 0.1792
9-11 1.2108 9.6709 1.1171e+3 0.3079 0.1627
11-13 21.0242 22.4947 1.0453e+3 2.7883 0.1306
13-15 39.9979 25.9339 697.1048 4.9734 0.0935
15-17 143.2279 25.5949 530.6142 3.2463 0.0600
17-19 44.4458 15.2231 219.5617 2.3996 0.0346
19-21 229.5693 11.9032 247.8988 7.3153 0.0180
21-23 88.3748 8.7207 118.7112 2.2269 0.0084
23-25 7.6653 4.1704 34.3980 1.1356 0.0035
Table 13: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under wake conditions and normal layout for normal blade.







Table 14: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under wake conditions and normal layout for BTC blade.




3-5 2.7593e+9 54.9027 3.8601e+3 2.3339e+5 0.1377
5-7 1.4935e+7 29.0696 2.3079e+3 9.3524e+4 0.1717
7-9 2.7796e+4 16.5784 1.5452e+3 834.5782 0.1792
9-11 1.1838 9.5579 1.1099e+3 0.3079 0.3466
11-13 42.1325 22.2240 1.0443e+3 2.7883 3.8398
13-15 45.3534 21.2948 575.2739 4.9734 6.1749
15-17 507.0271 17.5519 385.7082 3.2463 3.4022
17-19 104.3946 13.8084 192.5606 2.3996 12.2359
19-21 359.1663 8.7844 178.3102 7.3153 9.8222
21-23 69.3830 4.8082 62.2503 2.2269 1.4874
23-25 5.8628 2.4603 20.5534 1.1356 0.6109
Table 15: Calculated fatigue life for different materials under wake conditions and normal layout for BTC blade.





Table 16: Parameters of dynamic stall model.
Parameters Values
ω1 0.0455
ω2 0.3
ω3 0.0875
ω4 0.4125
A1 0.165
A2 0.335
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